Introduction {#sec1}
============

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most aggressive primary brain tumor in adults, with a 2-year survival rate of ∼17% ([@B1]). The standard of care includes surgical resection followed by high-dose radiation therapy (RT) and chemotherapy ([@B2], [@B3]). Despite these aggressive therapies, median progression-free survival remains 5--7 month post chemoradiation ([@B4]). After initial chemoradiation, patient monitoring is guided by standard magnetic resonance imaging performed at routine intervals, typically 2--3 months, to monitor disease progression. However, there is often considerable overlap between treatment effects and tumor progression in follow-up imaging, making it difficult to discern post-treatment radiation effects (pseudoprogression) from true progression ([@B5], [@B6]). Lack of quantitative longitudinal tracking hinders appropriate clinical decision-making and slows the development of new treatments. A structured reporting system that quantifies patient condition post treatment has the potential to guide management decisions, improve patient outcomes, reduce treatment cost, and validate novel treatment strategies.

Disease-specific structured reporting attempts to reduce variability in clinical imaging results by implementing predefined outcome categories, well-defined imaging criteria, and standardized language ([@B7], [@B8]). Such a framework (Reporting and Data System \[RADS\]) has been implemented in the monitoring of disease in other organ systems including breast imaging (BI-RADS), neck imaging (NI-RADS), and prostate imaging (PI-RADS) ([@B9]--[@B11]). In particular, the BI-RADS framework has found considerable success in decreasing interobserver variability and predicting malignancy for patients with suspicious lesions in the breast ([@B12], [@B13]). The poor prognosis associated with brain tumors raises the stakes for clear and accurate radiology reporting, as there may be limited opportunities to make changes in clinical management. Further, the desire to standardize assessment of brain tumor response has been discussed extensively for several years. The FDA, along with organizations such as the Brain Tumor Imaging Standardization Committee and National Cancer Institute have reached a consensus in the past that although overall survival is the current gold standard for determining treatment efficacy, a structured framework is necessary for "the accuracy of determining true response to a particular therapy" ([@B14]). Multiple response criteria have been developed to assess brain tumors, including the Levin, World Health Organization (WHO), MacDonald, and the Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology (RANO) criteria. Although RANO is widely used in the research setting, it has not yet achieved wide clinical adoption in radiology reports because of its complex interpretation criteria, need for multiple manual measurements, high interobserver variability, and limited understanding among practicing physicians ([@B15]--[@B19]).

Clinicians at Emory University developed the Brain Tumor Reporting and Data System (BT-RADS) to address some of the clinical hurdles that previous reporting systems face ([@B20]--[@B22]). The BT-RADS framework involves multiple metrics to generate a disease score, including volumetric measurements based on contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (CE-T1w) MRIs and T2-weighted fluid-attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRIs. Although BT-RADS has grown in popularity at Emory and other institutions, physicians need timesaving, accurate metrics to assist with scoring and objectivity. To assist physicians with implementing BT-RADS into standard clinical workflows, we developed a Web application known as the Longitudinal Imaging Tracker (LIT). LIT is built as a module on top of our previously described platform, the Brain Imaging Collaboration Suite (BrICS) ([@B23]). Within LIT, clinicians can simultaneously view T2 FLAIR and CE-T1w MRIs for up to 5 time points and scroll through slices of each volume together. Images are automatically coregistered and interpolated to allow for easier visualization and tracking. LIT is also designed to interact with REDCap databases ([@B24]) using an API to retrieve deidentified metadata that are relevant to BT-RADS scoring. Further, LIT contains semiautomated segmentation algorithms to calculate lesion volumes in both T2 FLAIR and CE-T1w MRIs. Incorporating such algorithms and visualization features could lead to more objective and less variable volumetric assessments, improve adoption of the BT-RADS structured reporting system for monitoring GBM, and generate sensitive metrics to discern tumoral recurrence in clinical and research settings. We plan on using LIT to assess the efficacy of an interventional pilot study where metabolic abnormalities, detected by spectroscopic MRI, were used to guide a boosted RT dose in patients with GBM (NCT03137888) ([@B25]). In this paper, we describe the architecture and features that LIT offers as well as demonstrate its potential in monitoring patients with GBM after initial treatment through example cases from our clinical trial that has recently completed accrual.

Methodology {#sec2}
===========

Software Architecture {#sec2-1}
---------------------

To implement BT-RADS criteria in an objective fashion, we developed a new module for our BrICS Web-based imaging platform called the LIT ([@B23]). LIT consists of a server-side module that handles image processing and storage, and a frontend user interface. The LIT backend uses C++ and PHP scripting languages that leverage the Insight Toolkit\'s (ITK) image processing library ([@B26], [@B27]). Many of LIT\'s algorithms such as segmentation, registration, interpolation, and interconversion of images between DICOM and other formats use ITK\'s well-established library. LIT also leverages many of the inherent advantages of BrICS, including a lightweight browser client with a JavaScript frontend, which ensures that medical staff do not need to download any additional software to use it, a feature of key importance in clinical practice.

Users can import CE-T1w and FLAIR DICOM images, which are then automatically coregistered using 3D versor rigid registration, and aligned using trilinear interpolation ([@B28]). Users can select 5 different time points and observe changes in FLAIR abnormality or CE-T1w enhancement ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) as well as overlay radiation dose clouds ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). While the module helps users visualize patient images for longitudinal tracking, segmentation algorithms are necessary to quantitatively report imaging abnormalities. With LIT, users can easily monitor changes in imaging at a 3-dimensional level rather than simply using representative 2-D slices, which would improve objectivity when assessing a patient\'s overall disease state ([@B29], [@B30]).

![An example patient with glioblastoma (GBM) enrolled in our dose escalation trial at Emory site. Follow-up images are displayed from the earliest date on the far right (pre-RT) to the most recent date on the left. T2 FLAIR (top row) images and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (CE-T1w) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images (bottom row) are co-registered and interpolated to allow for simultaneous scrolling through all slices.](GP-TOMJ200006F001){#F1}

![The example patient from [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} with their radiation planning dose map overlaid. The MRI images on the far right do not have radiation overlaid as that visit preceded the start of radiation treatment.](GP-TOMJ200006F002){#F2}

Semiautomated Segmentation of Lesion {#sec2-2}
------------------------------------

To allow for volumetric tracking of brain tumors, we developed segmentation algorithms for T2 FLAIR and CE-T1w MRIs. Current iterations of these tools are semiautomated as they require initial (manual) seeding by the user, but the eventual goal is to implement automated tools that do not require user intervention. A schematic of the CE-T1w segmentation is shown in [Figure 3, A--D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The segmentation tool requires a user to select a representative "seed" in the image within the lesion of interest. Next, Otsu thresholding, an approach where voxel intensities are clustered by exhaustively searching for thresholds that minimize the within-cluster variance, is applied to the image ([@B31]). The image, with intensities now separated into 4 clusters, is then registered to an atlas and the skull removed through a skull stripping algorithm ([@B32]). A region growing algorithm starting from the user input seed is applied to identify connected components sharing the specified Otsu cluster. The binary image goes through a series of morphological filtering techniques to remove blood vessels and the choroid plexus, and to smooth out spurs along the tumor edge ([@B33], [@B34]).

![For the semiautomated CE-T1w segmentation, (A) a clinician must place a seed in the region of interest. (B) Otsu thresholding and filtering identifies extent of enhancement. (C) Indicates the segmented contour for a representative slice after region growing. (D) The entire volume of segmented lesion. The FLAIR segmentation also requires (E) users to make a seed within the hyperintense region. (F) After smoothing, thresholding, and region growing, the contour has segmented the extent of hyperintensity. (G) A volumetric representation of FLAIR hyperintensity for this patient.](GP-TOMJ200006F003){#F3}

We also developed a semiautomated FLAIR segmentation algorithm which focuses on increasing spatial contrast to homogenize intensities within FLAIR boundaries and on excluding connected components extraneous to the lesion. Much like the CE-T1w algorithm, the FLAIR algorithm requires a user to first select a representative "seed" within the lesion of interest ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, E--G) after which a curvature flow algorithm is applied to "blur" the image and effectively increase spatial contrast ([@B35]). The algorithm then applies a series of ITK filters to dilate and fill holes within clusters of voxels sharing similar intensities. After these preprocessing steps, Otsu thresholding is applied to cluster the image voxels into 4 classes. A region growing algorithm is then applied from the user input "seed" to segment connected components sharing the specified Otsu threshold. Both algorithms take \<15 seconds to perform their respective segmentations and do not require any additional imaging for segmentation of lesion.

BrICS-LIT has also been designed to allow for new segmentation algorithms to be easily incorporated, eventually allowing users to choose the best segmentation algorithm in a case-by-case basis.

Visualization and Manual Editing {#sec2-3}
--------------------------------

Although our segmentation algorithms save physicians considerable time in calculating the size of lesions, we realize the value in providing rapid, manual editing tools for segmented volumes that can easily be incorporated in clinical workflows. Therefore, even if the segmentation algorithms are not perfect, they can provide a good, rapidly obtained starting point; the LIT interfaces provides tools for users to then edit these segmentations. A digital audit trail tracks any changes that are made.

We use a JavaScript library known as the Web Graphics Library (WebGL) to render images in our Web application. Overlaid contours, dose clouds, and coregistered MRIs all use this API for visualization. Although all imaging including contours are saved on our server as DICOM data sets, they are converted to Portable Networks Graphics (PNG) textures that WebGL uses for rendering. Clinicians can view contours overlaid on clinical MRIs to observe lesion volume changes over time. Users can also overlay radiation dose maps to determine the spatial similarity between regions of abnormality and regions of treatment.

BT-RADS Scoring and REDCap Integration {#sec2-4}
--------------------------------------

In addition to volumetric measurements of tumor, the BT-RADS\'s framework also uses additional clinical criteria such as timing of surgery and radiation, use of medications that can affect imaging appearance (such as Avastin and steroids), and worsening clinical condition, which are important in assessing disease recurrence ([@B21]). These criteria are typically identified by means of a chart review by the clinician; we seek to streamline the incorporation of this information and calculation of BT-RADS scores. Because LIT itself is not HIPAA-compliant, it uses a pipeline to retrieve deidentified clinical information from a HIPAA-compliant REDCap database. REDCap is a secure database system that is currently used by thousands of institutions and by over 1 million users for secure and convenient storage of patient information in clinical trial settings ([@B24]). Using a PHP API, LIT connects to prespecified REDCap databases and retrieves clinical information that are relevant for BT-RADS scoring ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). With REDCap integration, LIT can interface with several REDCap databases for brain tumors.

![Clinicians and researchers can open a window within Longitudinal Imaging Tracker (LIT) that displays relevant clinical and genomic data automatically retrieved from a REDCap database that can assist in The Brain Tumor Reporting and Data System (BT-RADS) scoring.](GP-TOMJ200006F004){#F4}

Results {#sec3}
=======

Follow-up imaging and clinical data are collected for patients on the GBM dose escalation clinical trial. BrICS-LIT is also being used to assess follow-ups from a pilot study treating patients with melanoma brain metastases with stereotactic radiosurgery and immunotherapy.

In [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, follow-up images from a patient with GBM enrolled in our dose escalation trial at Johns Hopkins have been uploaded into LIT, with contoured lesions displayed and BT-RADS scores assigned by a neuroradiologist. The images on the far right represent the baseline and occurred shortly after the patient\'s surgery but before starting their radiation treatment. The patient has minimal contrast enhancement (2.02 cc) and some FLAIR hyperintensity (43.85 cc) and was assigned a score of 0 (baseline scan). From the baseline through the next 2 follow-up dates, the volume of abnormal FLAIR and contrast enhancement continues to increase, leading to assigned BT-RADS scores of 3A (imaging worsening, but favor treatment effect) and 3C (imaging worsening, but favor tumor progression). The first follow-up was given a score of 3A because while the imaging had worsened, that follow-up occurred shortly after completion of radiation treatment. Therefore, the clinician suggested the increase in lesion volume is largely owing to treatment effects rather than true progression. Between dates 12/28 and 01/02, the patient\'s lesion volume in both types of MR images subsequently decreased. This decrease occurred over such a short period that it led clinicians to believe the patient was possibly medicated with either Avastin or steroids, and the patient therefore received a score of 1B. It was confirmed by a treating neuro-oncologist that the patient was treated by high-dose steroid. The decrease in lesion volume between these 2 dates would be particularly difficult for clinicians to discern if they simply picked 1 representative slice and made measurements or manually inspected all the slices for both images. Depending on the slice chosen and the subjective opinion of the interpreting radiologist, 2 clinicians could have generated different BT-RADS scores between those 2 dates. However, BrICS-LIT facilitates more consistent BT-RADS scoring by providing 3-D metrics and longitudinal visualizations that manual inspection might miss.

![An example Johns Hopkins patient with GBM with follow-up imaging co-registered and ready to view in BrICS-LIT. Contours have been generated semiautomatically, with respective volumes of lesion calculated. A neuroradiologist used the segmented volumes, along with REDCap data on the right panel to assign BT-RADS scores for each visit date.](GP-TOMJ200006F005){#F5}

Another example where BrICS-LIT can provide insights is in [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. This patient, from the University of Miami, received radiation treatment starting on 6/25/2018 for 6 weeks. Every follow-up image except for the pre-RT baseline has a radiation dose map overlaid. By overlaying a dose cloud for every follow-up, clinicians can determine whether lesions are spreading outside of radiation treatment zones or whether new lesions are forming in areas that received lower doses of radiation. The patient received a high dose of radiation (75 Gy in 30 fractions prescription dose per the clinical trial) in the left occipital lobe where there was significant contrast enhancement and FLAIR abnormality at the time of initial radiation treatment. However, on 1/29/2019, a new contrast-enhancing lesion appeared in the left frontal lobe along with significant FLAIR abnormality, a sure sign of recurrence as the lesion is outside the tissue which received a significant radiation dose.

![A patient with GBM from our dose escalation trial at the University of Miami who initially received a radiation dose of 75 Gy in the left occipital lobe. However, by 1/29/2019, a distant contrast-enhancing lesion appears in the left frontal lobe, away from the radiation treatment zone (indicated by red arrow).](GP-TOMJ200006F006){#F6}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Structured reporting has been widely adopted in clinical workflows for several different cancers including breast and prostate. By standardizing imaging findings and using precise criteria, clinicians can confidently establish patient disease state and manage patient treatment efficiently. Although structured reporting for brain tumors is starting to make an impact in research settings, it has yet to be adopted in clinical settings. BT-RADS is a framework developed by clinicians at Emory University and has started to spread to other institutions such as Duke University and Johns Hopkins University. The BrICS-LIT Web application is designed to provide objective metrics as well as visualization tools to assist clinicians and researchers in classifying patient follow-ups with BT-RADS scores. Thirty patients from a GBM dose escalation clinical trial are currently having their follow-up imaging collected before importing into the BrICS-LIT platform. For those patients, the LIT application will be able to quantify changes in lesion volume in T2 FLAIR and CE-T1w MRIs and help neuroradiologists assign BT-RADS scores with more confidence. By overlaying radiation dose maps, LIT users can more easily identify whether lesions are spreading outside of radiation treatment zones.

Although LIT offers several tools to assist clinicians in assigning BT-RADS scores, future plans involve automating several of the features to minimize clinician and researcher effort. By developing a fully automated segmentation algorithm leveraging convolutional neural networks and other deep learning techniques, lesions can be segmented more accurately with minimal user intervention afterwards. Further, the BT-RADS framework is designed to follow a systematic, quantitative flowchart in assigning disease-state classifications. With automated lesion volumes and relevant clinical data acquired through REDCap, suggestive BT-RADS scores can be assigned programmatically without intervention. Physicians in clinical settings, including neuro-oncologists seeing patients in clinic and radiologists generating clinical radiology reports, can review the suggested BT-RADS scores and modify them when necessary to obtain the most clinically accurate criteria for monitoring patients during their follow-up period. Similarly, suggested scores for other metrics such as RANO can be implemented for comparison with research trials. While progression-free survival and overall survival are classic metrics used to assess the efficacy of novel therapies in research settings, more sensitive metrics like BT-RADS scores can help discern whether there was improvement between 2 cohorts during specific time periods of patient follow-up and whether those differences in scores are significant.

The main limitation of this software approach to structured reporting is that many diagnostic dilemmas of brain tumor follow-up imaging are incompletely addressed. For example, differentiating pseudoprogression from true tumor progression remains challenging, and clinical decision-making is further confounded by variability and lack of clarity in reporting the same findings between institutions and readers. The goal of BT-RADS is to provide a clear framework for reporting results in MRI reports in patients with brain tumor by providing systematic rules for reporting, improving communication and decreasing variability. Software tools such as BRICS-LIT offer an easy-to-access, Web-based tool to consolidate longitudinal image viewing, quantitative assessment of tumor volumes, overlay of radiation doses, and collation of relevant clinical history to improve clinical workflow efficiency. Future efforts will need to be directed toward establishing and improving accuracy and interrater reliability.
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